
Reflex Chianti 530

Enquire for Pricing

Information

What does the Reflex Chianti 530 Special Edition offer? A way into boating for the family at an affordable price while not sacrificing all the deluxe extra’s of a much more expensive boat. Combine this with all 
the all-round performance of the boat and you get a really enjoyable boating experience that the whole family will love. With seating and enough room for 5 everybody can get involved whether it be for 
fishing, cruising or blasting around with water toys. A large roomy cabin is a great place for kids to hang out or to have a lie down on those beautiful days.

If fishing is more your jam then there is always the twin pedestal option that gives you more room by taking out the back to back seat and freeing up the deck so four adults can comfortably fish.

Sticking to the Reflex Chianti Special Edition theme the 530 has been recently upgraded to give you the special features of a much larger boat. Hydraulic steering is now standard giving you an effortless 
driving experience. Folding H/D Stainless Bimini gives the boat that overall stylish look not seen on other boats of this size. Combine this with a 6 Rod Rocket Launcher and it means your fishing rods are up 
and out of the way to prevent them from getting damaged in transit. 

The now standard 80L underfloor tank packaged with a four-stroke engine means a day on the water without having to take 3-4 twenty litre fuel tanks that take up room and ruin the look of your new boat.
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Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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